HP ENVY x360 15.6 inch 2-in-1 Laptop PC 15-ey0023dx

Power to create anyway, anywhere

Nobody likes it when technology gets in the way of a good idea. What we need are tools to create every which way, every day.

Product overview

- **Create seamlessly**: Quickly transfer any file almost any device to your PC without cables, cloud, thumb drives, or hassle with HP QuickDrop. While Duet® for HP opens up your workspace and workflow by connecting your tablet, phone, or another PC as a second display.
- **Your ideas deserve the best**: With all the power and tools you need to realize your most creative ideas. With the 15.6-inch display, you get beautiful, brilliant colors. It has the AMD Ryzen™ processor so it can handle what you throw at it.
- **Show your best self**: When you go live, you want to look your best. So turn it on for the 5MP camera with, Auto Frame, and AI noise reduction. It also features a physical camera shutter for privacy, because when you’re on, you’re on, and when you’re not, you’re not.
- **Peace of mind at your fingertips**: Keep it confidential with privacy camera shutter key to turn camera off and mute mic button for private conversations.

Key specifications

- **Operating system**: Windows 11 Home
- **Display**: 15.6-inch diagonal, FHD (1920 x 1080), multitouch-enabled, IPS, edge-to-edge glass, micro-edge
- **Memory**: 12 GB DDR4-3200 MHz RAM (1 x 4 GB, 1 x 8 GB)
- **Internal storage**: 512 GB PCIe® NVMe™ M.2 SSD
- **Graphics**: AMD Radeon™ Graphics
- **Sound**: Audio by B&O with dual speakers
- **Wireless**: Wi-Fi 6E (2x2) and Bluetooth® combo
- **Camera**: HP True Vision 5MP IR camera with camera shutter, temporal noise reduction and integrated dual array digital microphones
- **Product weight**: 4.03 lb
- **Keyboard**: Full-size, backlit, nightfall black keyboard

Product features

- **Get a fresh perspective with Windows 11**: From a rejuvenated Start menu, to new ways to connect to your favorite people, news, games, and content—Windows 11 is the place to think, express, and create in a natural way.
- **AMD Ryzen™ 7 5825U processor with Radeon™ graphics**: Awaken your senses to refreshing speed, with the confidence to unplug and go further. The AMD Ryzen™ processor brings your experiences to life—delivering everything you need, and so much more.
- **AMD Radeon™ graphics**: Whether it’s games or movies, experience high performance for all your entertainment.
- **Edge-to-edge FHD touchscreen**: Get expansive, vibrant images and control your entertainment right from the screen.
- **HP Fast Charge**: Go from 0 to 50% charge in approximately 30 minutes.
- **Wi-Fi 6E**: Enjoy faster speeds, improved performance, greater capacity and lower latencies than earlier iterations with Wi-Fi 6E and Bluetooth® combo technology.
- **All-in-One Keyboard**: Control your privacy, security and multimedia hotkeys in one area.
- **HP True Vision 5MP IR camera with camera shutter**: Video chat with peace of mind with a privacy camera you can close when not in use. The infrared sensor gives you the added security of Windows Hello for a safer way to log in to your computer.
- **PCIe® NVMe™ SSD storage**: Get up to 15x faster performance than a traditional hard drive.
- **An exceptionally rich audio experience**: HP Dual Speakers, HP Audio Boost, and expert tuning by Bang & Olufsen bring audio perfection to your PC.

Created with the planet in mind

HP is dedicated to driving progress toward a more sustainable future and making responsible choices for the environment and our customers. We are innovating new ways to reduce the amount of materials in our products and packaging—and to use more recycled materials in their design. Together we can make a difference.

- **Built with the environment in mind, this laptop is designed using sustainable materials like**: - Dream-bound plastic in speaker enclosures and bezel - Keyboard keycaps and scissor switches contain post-consumer recycled plastic - Hinge caps, cover, base and keyboard deck made from recycled metal
- **88% Screen to body ratio**: Optimized to enhance your support experience. Help for your PC and HP printers whenever you need it.
- **Online Support**: For technical support with this product, visit HP Customer Support http://support.hp.com
- **Social Media Support**: To find solutions, ask questions, and share tips, join us on the HP Support Community at community.hp.com, on Twitter at twitter.com/HPSupport, and Facebook at facebook.com/HPSupport.

Warranty and support

Our Customer Support Team consistently provides quick, responsive assistance in the U.S., Canada and Latin America.

Included with your product:

- **HP’s Hardware Limited Warranty**: Full warranty details are included with your product.
- **Technical Support for Software & initial set-up**: Warranty details are included with your product.

Support Options:

- **HP Support Assistant - HPSA**: Optimized to enhance your support experience. Help for your PC and HP printers wherever you need it.
- **Online Support**: For technical support with this product, visit HP Customer Support http://support.hp.com
- **Social Media Support**: To find solutions, ask questions, and share tips, join us on the HP Support Community at community.hp.com, on Twitter at twitter.com/HPSupport, and Facebook at facebook.com/HPSupport.
Security and protection

HP BIOS Protection: Get peace of mind knowing your PC BIOS is protected. HP BIOS Protection automatically checks its health and recovers itself.232

Partner offers

Adobe Offer: Get a complimentary 1 month trial of the best creativity and productivity apps from Adobe with the purchase of a computer from HP. Create anything you imagine—create art, photos, videos, graphics, websites, PDFs, and more. Get started with the app that best fits your need.242

McAfee LiveSafe: Protect your operating system with a free 30-day McAfee LiveSafe trial.28

Dropbox cloud storage: Store and synchronize your content online with Dropbox. Get 150GB of storage for one year to access, manage, and share your photos, music, and files, from anywhere with internet access.29,30

System performance

HP Audio Switch: Easily switch between speaker and microphone sources with intuitive controls and a consistent app experience.22

HP Command Center: Customize performance, fan speed and noise, and external temperature—all to meet your needs.20

HP Connection Deframer: Get consistent and reliable Wi-Fi performance with software that automatically switches between the most efficient wireless access points.43

HP Display Control – Auto Color: HP Display Control lets you choose a color space preset for true color accuracy when web browsing, editing photos or watching videos. The new Auto Color setting will select the best color space automatically based on the application you’re using.29

Work and lifestyle

HP Enhanced Lighting: Enhance brightness, color and lighting effects to look your best during video calls with integrated HP Enhanced lighting app.20

HP QuickDrop: Wirelessly transfer photos, videos, documents and more between your PC and mobile device. Everyday tasks like sharing photos and sending directions on-the-go, and view texts on your PC’s screen. With HP QuickDrop, files transfers are easy, fast and reliable.43

Duet® for HP: Use your tablet, phone, or another PC as a secondary display to expand your working space.28,37

AI Noise Removal: Artificial intelligence technology automatically removes background noise for clearer online video calls, audio calls, and recordings.49

Gaming and entertainment

OPEN Gaming Hub: Your one place for making your gaming experience better. From software enhancements to hardware control, and live services, OPEN Gaming Hub elevates play in an easy and simple way.20

Amazon Alexa voice service: Hands-free access to Amazon Alexa on your PC, including more than 50 skills.39

Additional Information

Product number: 66841344ABA
Ad embraced date: 05/19/2022
UPC code: 1916606426015
Country of origin: China
Pallet information: Dimensions: 46.52 in (L) x 36.77 in (W) x 41.13 in (H)
Total weight: 59.8 lb
Layers: 3
Products per layer: 29
Battery regulatory data:

Transportation or storage regulations:

UN 38.3 and proper shipping name: UN3818 – Lithium ion batteries packed with equipment

Number of batteries: 1

Primary battery regulated material: 210g

Primary battery watt hours: 29

Applicable CPCs regulations: N

Learn more at hp.com

(18) Not all features are available in all editions or versions of Windows. Systems may require upgraded and/or separately purchased hardware, drivers, software or BIOS update to take full advantage of Windows functionality. Windows is automatically updated and enabled. High speed internet and Microsoft account required. 35/55e may apply. Additional requirements may apply over time. See (http://www.windows.com). HP Iris is designed to improve performance of certain software products. Not all customers or software applications will necessarily benefit from use of this technology. Performance, configuration, and manufacturing variances may affect performance variability. Display performance will vary depending upon workload and your hardware and software configurations. AMD’s numbering is not a measurement of clock speed. AMD and Radeon are trademarks of Advanced Micro Devices, Inc. Max Boost clock frequency varies depending on hardware, software and overall system configuration. GPU refers to internal clock speed of the processor. Other factors besides clock speed may impact system and application performance. Wi-Fi 6E requires a Wi-Fi 6E router, sold separately, to function in the 6GHz band. Availability of public wireless access points limited. Wi-Fi 6E is backwards compatible with the 802.11ax standard. Weight and system dimensions may fluctuate due to configuration and manufacturing variances. Battery life will vary depending upon power settings, configuration, power management, and other factors. Your results may vary. 1GB of free online storage for one year from date of registration. For complete details, and terms of use, including cancellation policies, visit the website at dropbox.com. Internet connection required for Dropbox. HP does not ship with Windows 11 that ships with your PC. Bluetooh is a trademark owned by its proprietor and used by HP Inc. under license. 1B Based on U.S. EPA® registration according to IEEE 1680-1:2018 EPA® status varies by country. Visit www.epa.gov for more information. 2High Definition (HD) content is required to view HD images. 20Percent of active plus nonactive viewing area to active viewing area plus border. Measure with 45° vertical to the desk. 3USB Type-C® and USB-C® are trademarks of USB Implementers Forum. 4DisplayPort™ and the DisplayPort™ logo are trademarks owned by the Video Electronics Standards Association (VESA®) in the United States and other countries. 5Call 1.800.474.6836 or support.hp.com for more information on Care Packs available after standard warranty expired. Warranty will vary by country. 6For more information visit hp.com/qhp/software LICENSING. 7Only available on Windows 8/8.1. Internet connection required for uninstalling and connecting to HP Support. 8Based on Intel’s 2933 MT/s DDR4-2933 MHz memory and one DIMM installed. 9100% outer box/corrugate cushion packaging made from recycled materials. 10HP Iris is designed to support gigabit data rate when transferring files between two devices connected to the same router. Requires a wireless router, sold separately. Internet service and/or certain services can be purchased separately. Bluetooth® is a registered trademark owned by its proprietor and used by HP Inc. under license. 12Included. Actual product may vary from image shown on datasheet. © Copyright 2022 HP Development Company, L.P. The information contained herein is subject to change without notice. The only warranties for HP products and services are set forth in the express warranty statements accompanying such products and services. Nothing shall be construed as constituting an additional warranty. HP shall not be liable for technical or editorial errors or omissions contained herein. Hewlett-Packard and Windows are registered trademarks of Hewlett-Packard Company in the United States and other countries. All other trademarks are property of their respective owners. OS/22/25_y